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Music Annual Report for 2012 

Top priorities and Progress report from previous year 

 Facilities, Space Use, and Recruiting for Music Department  

 Program Fees and Piano Inventory  Replacement  

 Find effective ways to increase SCH/FTE in Summer School and with Graduate Offerings  

 Develop NASM Self Study Document with full faculty participation  

 

Goal: Facilities, Space Use, and Recruiting for Music Department  

Actions 

Taken 
 Department Head prepared two highly detailed reports on possible space use for Ellis Hall 

  DH, Dean, Provost toured Ellis in Summer 12, further discussions with Space Committees 

Outcomes  Department informed that no space will be forthcoming until perhaps after Pummill renovation 

 Still lack practice rooms and office space for tenure track hires as well as per course hires 

 Faculty morale once again drops 

Analysis  Practice rooms will still have to be used to support PC faculty and grad assistants 

 Students suffer due to lack of practice rooms in Ellis and in WBH 

 Cannot support 2012 tenure track vocal hires with studio space other than practice rooms 

 Still no music education lab and secure SmartBoard access 

 Unable to expand Recording Arts minor due to lack of adequate space 

 Lack of adequate classroom space affects scheduling negatively 

Next Steps  Continue to refine space needs document in preparation for Pummill folks leaving in  

 Continue innovative delivery methods to maximize present facility 

Goal: Program Fees and Piano Inventory  Replacement 

Actions 

Taken 
 Four new Boston pianos purchased in August 2012 with lesson fees 

 DH developed long-range plan and request for PROGRAM fees to support department including 

piano replacement 

Outcomes  Presentation to BOG resulted in board approval for fees starting in Fall 2013 

 Fees will also be used to address missing studio scholarship awards 

Analysis  Although feelings were mixed, students and faculty see this step as necessary 

 Advisory Committee will develop plan to use funds to pianos and student travel 

 Ad hoc and Advisory Committee will develop guidelines for Studio Scholarship awards 

 More fees may mean a small enrollment drop 

Next Steps  Refine studio scholarship awards for multiple years 

 Continue replacing upright pianos annually 

Goal: Find effective ways to increase SCH/FTE in Summer School and with Graduate Offerings  

Actions 

Taken 
 Hellman and Chesman still developing online courses MUS 241 and MUS 707  

 Added online MUS 346 at nursing school’s request; good enrollments in Fall12 and Summer 13 

 Offered MUS 241 seated in intersession; i-Courses MUS 241 and MUS 239 in Summer 

Outcomes  Revitalizing efforts to reinvent MME degree with online work 

 Aiming for music minors in MUS 346 online;  success in summer 13 

 Senior faculty are not sold on changing summer offerings for Graduates or undergrads 

Analysis  Losing graduate enrollment without online offerings 

 Need  more Gen Ed courses online for non-traditional students; concern for MUS 345 and 346 in 

Gen Ed (not approved in Spring 13) 

 Workshop offerings could prove effective in Orff Music Education in summers 
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Next Steps  Investigate cohort MMUED development; seek ties with Evangel and Drury, especially with Orff 

 Offer Music Fundamentals classes in Spring and Summer online 

 Unless we have a “cohort group” of 15 grad students, summer offerings will be impossible 

Goal: Develop NASM Self Study Document with full faculty participation 

Actions 

Taken 
 Head and Graduate Director worked on majors portions of self-study in Fall 2012 

 All Faculty assigned writing assignments and participated in writing 

Outcomes  Several faculty stepped up and did a large share of the statistical work with curriculum 

 All faculty participated in developing long range departmental goals 

 Faculty prioritized potential future hires starting with Dr. Webb’s replacement 

 Facilities, space, and instruments remain the highest priorities 

Analysis  Fall 13 retreat will focus on discussion of self-study and challenges that face the department 

Next Steps  Consultant arrives in September to do a “pre-visit” 

 Students and faculty will have a fall and spring “work day” to clean up practice rooms and 

classrooms 

 

Dashboard Areas for Assessment 

Enrollment Management 

Credit hour production:  

Calendar Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Instructional Format 

Credit 
Hours 

Credit 
Hours 

Credit 
Hours 

Credit 
Hours 

Credit 
Hours 

Value Value Value Value Value 

Arranged 1,962 1,964 2,040 1,528 1,674 

Dual Credit 10 24 21 36 11 

Evening/Weekend 1,494 1,122 567 989 975 

Internet 0 0 0 0 57 

Media/Telecourse/CD 564 537 726 711 657 

Off Campus 137 133 25 48 21 

Traditional 6,822 7,048 7,237 7,493 7,583 

Total by COLUMNS 10,989 10,828 10,616 10,805 10,978 

 

We increased credit hour production in Traditional, Evening, Arranged, and Off-Campus.  We added an internet upper division 

history class MUS 346.  Conductors and classroom faculty have made strong efforts to avoid conflicts that affect students in 

required classes and ensemble concerts, but some conflicts continue to arise..    I-Course hour production dropped a bit due to 

smaller limits for MUS 239 in the spring semesters.  We need to add a section of MUS 100 online to serve EA majors and 

Recording Arts minors in summer and spring semesters. 

Again, we face the challenge of having beyond the 120 enrolled, 6section of 20 students in Theory I this fall.  Already, 30 students 

are enrolled who need the class for EA majors, and Recording Studies and Entertainment Management minors.  If we have to add a 

7th section, we are not certain that we have a classroom to do so. We still firmly believe that the 20 student limit in a theory 

section is the maximum we can effectively teach for strong retention.  I personally took the 25 student section in F11, and it was 

difficult to work with all students equally especially in the musicianship portion of the course.  

Summer enrollments will continue to be small unless we radically revamp our summer offerings, an issue which is not embraced 

by current senior faculty who count on summer teaching.  Recruitment efforts are strong.  Our incoming freshman class is the 

same size as Fall 12’s class.   Graduate student enrollment is reported rising by Dr. Quebbeman, yet there were few inquiries about 

summer grad offerings. 
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Headcount by Major: 

In 2012, we had a headcount of 318, down from 2011’s 334 majors.    There was a drop in Instrumental BME majors from 104 in 

2011 to 91 in 2012.   Jazz Studies, Composition, and Keyboard Performance saw small increases, and Vocal Music Education has 

risen from 40 in 2010 to 53 in 2012.  In Spring 2013, we offered program admission to 105 new majors and minors, (93/12) and 

we anticipate at least 12 transfers.  We are growing in BME majors and in the Recording Arts Minors.  We anticipate growth in the 

BM Vocal degree.  The Studio Scholarship issue must be resolved before we can grow in the BM Instrumental major.  We still 

have a five year goal of 350 UG majors, but we may need to reevaluate our plans and work to stabilize at 325. We are planning 

small but steady growth in both undergraduate and graduate majors. 

Degrees Conferred: CHECK 

Music conferred 50 degrees in 2011 and 53 in 2012.  A majority of the bachelor’s degrees are in the BME.  MM programs 

graduated 21 in 2012.  We have successfully deleted the MSEd in Music degree, and will either allow the 1 remaining student to 

finish or move to the MME.  Critical mass in graduate programs remains a concern.  Several of the Pedagogy Emphases have little 

or no enrollment.  We must address this for the 2014 NASM review.   

Undergraduates are usually finishing degrees in music education in 4.5 years provided they limit ensemble participation.  We had 

been addressing the bottleneck in the Techniques courses for MUED by “blocking” courses for 40 instead of 20 enrollees per 

semester or offering Techniques both F/S.  Some of this may not be possible due to lack of per course faculty who can teach 

techniques.   

Access 

Overview: 

Our most common format is still the traditional lecture, followed by Arranged studio lessons which contribute to 

lowering our SCH produced.  Music has continued offering two general education classes, MUS 241 and MUS 239 in 

the telecourse format in addition to traditional classroom.  Telecourse CHP are popular, and invaluable for generating 

additional departmental revenue.  We continue to offer graduate and upper level history classes as evening classes, but 

credit hour production dropping if students have conflicts with ensembles or productions.   

We must find a way to re-qualify MUS 345 and MUS 346 as general education courses.  They were not approved this 

Spring because they were 300 level courses, and their application did not meet criteria specified. 

Dr. Parsons offered an Honors MUS 346 in S13.  Drs. A. Murray and Muchnick continue to offer Honors MUS 241 as 

well as Dr. Muchnick’s Study Away Summer Course in London. 

Overall our total credit hour production has remained steady for the past five years. 

A number of senior faculty are reluctant at best to explore alternative means of offering classes which is a critical 

means for increasing CHP.   

Student Success:  MSU music students scored 457.17 on a nationally-ranked exit exam as compared to the 
University 80th percentile average of 464.   

Retention: Music exceeds the overall MSU average in retention of 75%; we average 83.53%.  While this is not a 
huge difference, I believe that we are experiencing a better retention rate in the freshman and sophomore years.  
This may be due to enforcing the new 298 Qualifying Performance Jury at the end of the sophomore year to 
progress to UD lessons, and insisting that students pass the Piano Proficiency prior to the junior year.  This 
increases success in moving toward timely recital presentations and student teaching. 

The small drop in junior level retention may be due to the number of unprepared transfer students who literally “start 

over” in a major after completing all Gen Ed courses at a community college with no major content. 

We have had three freshman classes in the new Theory configuration (comprehensive musicianship with written skills 

integrated with aural skills).  We were pleased at the pass rate for the piano proficiency test for all majors and for the 

number of students admitted to degree programs on time or early.    Our sophomore retention was steady at 84%, 

juniors increased from 88 to 91 percent, and seniors remained in the 90 % range.  This speaks to good audition process, 

good interaction with freshmen, better advising, and the institution of the 298 upper level performance jury.  
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The voice area, energized by Thompson’s leadership and two new hires, has been creative in using half-time Grad 

Assistants and per course to satisfy studio needs.   Dr. Hausback, the trombone hire, has re-energized the trombone 

studio and formed a Trombone Student Club for SOFAC funding.  the reemergence of the Faculty Brass Quintet and 

subsequent student brass ensembles that we may expect increased enrollment and retention in the instrumental BM and 

BME degrees. 

Drs. Hong and Storochuk requalified as master advisors in Fall 2012.  I have encouraged all three new hires to do the 

master advisor workshop in August, 2013.    

Resources and Productivity 

Credit Hour Production 

Credit hour production was steady between 2011 and 2012.  With continued vocal/choral growth, and the influx of 

musical theatre students, we need studio spots for vocal lessons.  It also points to the need for two instructor lines to 

cover 36 TLEs per year in voice, and brings up the question of accompanists for opera and lessons.  Per course vocal 

help is critical to program success.   

We depend on and are fortunate to have competent per course faculty for our major general education class, MUS 241, 

and for private instruction as well as some required major content in pedagogy. 

Our lower-level credit hour production decreased slightly from 7420 (2011) to 7338 (2012). Upper-level credit hour 

production increased from 2811 to 3036.  We are still coping with a traffic jam in lower level techniques classes due to 

lack of instruments and spaces to offer the classes.  This impedes degree progress and possibly graduation rates.  We 

will be increasing the number of guitars that we have to address both guitar techniques and MUS 410 and MUS 430 

classes that will use guitars.   

Delaware Study Comparisons 

Our SCH/FTE with all faculty types is at over 100% of the Delaware average, well above the Provost’s target of 80%.  

That does not mean that we are not lacking in SCH production for the general MSU population in General Education 

courses, because this is an area in which we must consistently generate larger numbers to balance the nature of studio 

instruction.  We have deep concerns about not getting MUS 345 and 346 approved for general education in the Spring 

2013 rounds of course approval.  We depend on numbers in these classes along with MUS 241, MUS 239 to help 

balance the costly individual studio instruction that we provide.   

We are highly reliant on PC funding for additional teaching due to large studio enrollments.  We are working to reduce 

our PC costs by using graduate assistants to teach instrumental endorsement students voice and by using Class voice 

for some beginning singers. 

With regard to reassigned time, the junior faculty are receiving a one-course release for creative activity.  New hires 

will receive 2 load hours release instead of 3 due to increased studio needs in the voice and trombone areas just hired.   

Research and Scholarship 

Drs. Parsons, Hellman, Homburg, and Libby published and presented at national venues.  The following faculty 

presented full solo recitals on campus this year:  Collins, Daehn, Hong, Heyboer, Patterson, Hays, and Storochuk.  

Combs, Southern, Libby, Patterson, Chapman, Thompson, Peters, Lisa Casey, Jason Hausback, A. Murray, Storochuk, 

Collins, Su, and Hong were all involved in collaborative chamber music performances.  L. Casey, Heyboer, Storochuk, 

and Hong and Su were featured soloists with the Springfield Symphony.  Muchnick served as  Assistant Conductor of 

the Springfield Symphony, and as conductor of the Springfield Regional Opera.  Hong and Su presented international 

recitals.    Lisa Casey, Peters, Storochuk, Libby, Hays, Heyboer, Cameron, and A. Murray all performed as principal 

performers with the Springfield Symphony.  Dr. Thompson sang with the Spires Ensemble in Kansas City and has a 

Grammy-nominated CD.  Drs. Collins and Hays released a non-vanity CD, and Dr. Mike Murray had a recording and 

performance of his string quartet in the Czech Republic funded in part by crowd funding. Dr. Prescott had a world 

premiere of his trumpet concerto by Dr. Peters and the MSU Orchestra.   Drs. Prather and Webb had their ensembles 

accepted for the prime performance spots at the 2013 MMEA meeting.  Dr. Daehn produced a full-length opera in 

Ellis. 
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The faculty as a whole is working to present research or performances at appropriate national venues.  Many have been 

encouraged by support for faculty research projects like CD production and travel to national/international 

conferences.  The infusion of new, young, tenure track hires has stimulated increased collaborative performance.  

There remain, however, some senior faculty who are not contributing significantly in the research/creativity area and 

are focused heavily either on teaching or service. 

Faculty research/creativity has benefited from the generous travel support from the Dean, and could certainly increase 

with extended travel resources, especially for international travel, from sources beyond the college. 

Curriculum/Program Quality 

The Department accomplished the following curricular actions in 12-13:  new courses for Marching Band, MUS 177 

and 377; clarified Admission to Degree program requirements for BM and BME degrees; (need to address BA 

degrees), deleted unused graduate ensembles, redefined graduate emphases from “Theory and Composition” to two 

areas, “Theory”  and “Composition” so students do not need to meet both standards for NASM;  tweaked the course 

description for Opera Workshop and retained its Service Learning component;  revisited and redefined the class 

keyboard requirements for the Music Education degrees (still need to address BM and BA).  

Our Assessment plan has been ongoing with data collection occurring in both Fall and Spring.  Student scores on 

national exit music exam are above average in theory, and average in history.  The MUS 298 mid-point assessment has 

been a critical and positive measure in either predicting or assuring success because it sets a strong level of expected 

accomplishment for every major.  It is also a required accomplishment for admission to the degree program and for 

teacher education admission.  Because Music has always done and continues to do assessment every semester, faculty 

are not receptive to “more” levels of assessment activity.  That we have agreed to use the first semester jury, the 298 

jury, and the senior recital hearing as major checkpoints, along with the nationally-normed theory/history tests is a 

huge accomplishment in shared governance.  We collected informal information from the music exit exam regarding 

students’ impressions of how they address the new mission in Public Affairs. 

Program improvements:  We have eliminated the minor in Music Education for Elementary Education majors, a 

program that requires the same K-12 certification as the BME degree.  The Choral Music Education curriculum refined 

content and eliminated duplicate content.  We acquired new elementary music education course materials for MUS 

340 and 430 to replace Dr. McClellan’s personal materials. 

 

Priority Areas for 2013 

1. Space:  Plan for uses for spaces in Ellis after Pummill vacates in January 2015.   

2. Program Review/Assessment:  Conclude writing work on external review and NASM reaccreditation self-

studies for AY13-14 to include a consultant’s visit in Fall 2013 and the official visit in February 2014. 

3. Recruiting: 

a. Graduate Curriculum:  Refine and redefine our graduate degrees and program; plan for and deliver 

more innovative content in summer.  We look forward to the Consultant’s report regarding this 

program. 

b. Summer School:  Develop plans for summer offerings that generate SCH and bring new students. 

4. Pianos:  Continue efforts to replace aging piano inventory;  need Grand Pianos for studio teachers 

5. Faculty Development:  Encourage greater creative activity regionally and nationally 
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Finally, I invite you to include a list highlighting faculty, student and/or program accomplishments during the year.   

This list will not count against your 4-5 page limit. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Student Accomplishments 

Zhong Xin Chan won the state MTNA competition in solo piano and placed 3rd at the regional in Kansas as a 

sophomore, defeated by doctoral students 

Clayton Dunaway, accepted for DMA study at Ball State with assistantship 

Jessica Daniels, voice, accepted for DMA study at KU 

Tara Kizer, violin, accepted for MM study at University of Oklahoma 

Ryan Hardcastle, viola, accepted for MM study at University of North Texas with assistantship 

Katie Clements, flute, accepted for law school in entertainment law at UCLA 

Andrew McIntyre, voice, accepted for music history MM study at Northwestern 

Joshua Markley, MM 2012, had the leading role in KU’s production of “Tartuffe” and sang a supporting role in “La 

Boheme,” as a first year DMA student.    

The MSU Jazz Studies Ensemble traveled to recruit in St. Louis schools and went on to perform in NYC with the 

Musical Theatre Showcase after which they had master classes at the Village Vanguard Jazz Club.   

The MSU Trombone studio travelled to Fayetteville Arkansas to attend the Joe Alessi Master Classes.  (Alessi is the 

principal trombone of the NY Philharmonic) 

Marty Wilson, graduate vocal student was accepted as a company member of Light Opera Oklahoma in Tulsa.   

Forty-two Concert Chorale members travelled to New York on a national tour with the Concert Chorale in May 2013 

to Germany and France with an MSU International Tour to perform in Summer 2012 

Over 40 voice majors participated in the local, regional, and state NATS competition with MSU having winners and 

placers in every voice and age category 

Three string majors are regular section players (non-tenured) with the Springfield Symphony; positions won through 

audition 

Students were able to work with the following clinicians and guests:  Dave Pulphus, jazz bass, Brad Leali, saxophonist 

from University of North Texas, Robert Dick, extended flute techniques, guest composer from Poland, Kensia 

Nosikova, piano, Maniacal Four Trombone Quartet, two guest percussionists, several guest violinists, four guest voice 

teachers (SMU, U of Oregon, China, and University of Idaho). 
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Faculty Accomplishments: 

Dr. Chris Thompson:  CD on Naxos has a Grammy nomination 

Dr. Chip Parsons:  chaired AMS Nominating Committee; international, invited presentations in Scotland; two articles 

published 

Dr. Daniel Hellman:  presented at the National Conference on Music Education, LA, invited and juried 

Dr. Andrew Homburg:  invited presentations in Greece at International Music Educators Conference;  guest conductor 

in “Real Men Sing”  University of Oklahoma.  

Dr. Paula Patterson:  guest recitals in Arkansas 

Dr. Peter Collins:  guest recitals in New Orleans 

Dr. Julie Combs:  performed with Springfield Regional Opera in fall fundraiser concert, solo English Horn with 

Springfield-Drury Orchestra all season, chamber recital with Southern and Libby 

Dr. Wei-Han Su:  guest recitals in Pennsylvania and Washington, D.C.; duo soloist with Springfield Symphony; many 

collaborations 

Dr. Hye-Jung Hong:  guest recitals in Pennsylvania and Washington, D.C.; duo soloist with Springfield Symphony 

solo recital on campus, many collaborations 

Dr. Todd Payne:  off-campus invited recitals, Belshazzar in “Amahl and the Night Visitors” in Springfield, soloist with 

Symphonic Band;  soloist with Springfield Regional Opera 

Prof. Randy Hamm:  Thrascher, saxophone quartet, premiered work at International Saxophone Congress in Scotland, 

invited, juried. 

Dr. Grant Peters:  responsible for Scholarship Awards Ceremony; Board of Directors in International Trumpet Guild 

Dr. Cynthia Libby:  secretary of the International Association of Women in Music; released CD of oboe works through 

faculty grant 

Dr. Mike F. Murray:   had premiere of a string quartet and recording in the Czech Republic;  presented at an invited 

poster session at National College Music Society in San Diego.   

Dr. Carol Chapman: served as regional Governor of National Association of Teachers of Singing 

Dr. Guy Webb:  Concert Chorale selected to perform as top choir at 2013 MMEA 

Dr. Belva Prather:  Wind Ensemble top band selected for performance at 2013 MMEA 

Dr. John Prescott:  new work for junior high band premiered at MMEA 2013, published by Wingert-Jones, Inc. 

Drs. L. Casey, Heyboer, Storochuk, Su, and Hong:   soloists with Springfield Symphony 

Dr. Amy Muchnick:  appointed Associate Conductor of Springfield Symphony, conductor of SROpera 

Dr. Jason Hausback:  brought Maniacal Four Trombone Quartet to campus as guests 

Dr. Allison Storochuk:  brought Dr. Robert Spring to campus as a guest 

Dr. Bob Quebbeman:  conducted 2013 President’s Concert 

Dr. Mike Casey:  successful artistic direction of “42
nd

 Street” in Tent; “Sweeney Todd” in Fall 2012; coordinated NYC 

trip for MT students and Jazz Studies Ensemble 

Dr. Jeremy Chesman:  coordinated and organized Regional Guild of Organists competition and meeting at MSU 

Dr. Grace Pierre was the coach for Springfield Regional Opera Apprentice Program; musical director for “Amahl and 

the Night Visitors” 

 

 


